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“We’re talking 100-plus 
channels at a very, 

very aggressive price 
point. And when you buy 
this content, the data 
required to stream it 
on your mobile device 
is incorporated into the 
price of the content.” 

 — Randall Stephenson, chairman and CEO  
of AT&T, speaking last Wednesday (Sept. 

21) at the Goldman Sachs Communacopia 
Conference on DirecTV Now, an OTT service 

that’s slated to launch in Q4 2016. 

The Long Goodbye 
AS YOU HAVE PROBABLY NOTICED, our annual CTO roundtable (see Cover Story, 
page 8) covered a lot of ground as engineers and execs head to Philadelphia for this 
week’s SCTE/ISBE Cable-Tec Expo. And, because there was only so much room to work 
with, some of our discussion didn’t get covered there,  so I’m using this space to include 
a brief passage on an oldie-but-goodie question we posed to our esteemed panel: When 
will your available digital capacity be “all IP?”

That’s a tricky one for even the best crystal balls. After all, there are still millions of 
QAM/MPEG transport-only boxes choking the network and operators are far from united 
in how they will push ahead with these migrations. … While it’s probably impossible to 
know exactly when cable video will go all IP, some of our panelists were at least willing to noodle on it a bit.

“From a video standpoint, we’re in position to enable that,” Kevin Hart, EVP and CTO of Cox, said. “The conversion 
from the QAM video distribution to only all-IP is still, I think, many years out into the future for most of us.” … 

Balan Nair, CTO and EVP of Liberty Global, had a more targeted answer, though one with seemingly plenty of runway: 
“Umm. 2025? Sure — 2025.”

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/Sept26. 

BLOG: THE BAUMINATOR 

NUMBER

2.1M
The combined worldwide viewing audience 
for Twitter’s stream of its first NFL Thursday 
Night Football game on 
Sept. 15 between 
the New York 
Jets and Buffalo 
Bills. The 
contest drew 
an average 
audience 
of 243,000 
with each viewer 
watching for an 
average of 22 minutes. By comparison, 15.7 
million viewers tuned in across all platforms 
— CBS, NFL Network, Twitter, NFL Digital 
and CBS Interactive.

connections

VIDEOPHILE 
GETTING REAL 
ABOUT VR  
THE VIRTUAL REALITY SECTOR remains a 
nascent one, but fresh data indicates that VR will 
be more popular among the younger set. About 
8% of millennials, or 1.5 million consumers, plan 
to buy a virtual reality headset this year, accord-
ing to a new study from Parks Associates. 

Roughly 4% of millennials (18-34) already 
own a VR headset, versus 2% among average 
households. 

VR is also skewing male — with 12% of millen-
nial men saying they intends to buy a VR headset 
this year, compared to 5% of women in that 
group. 

Notably, millennials are also the age group 
that’s most aware of VR and VR headsets, as 
well as the technology’s close cousin, augmented 
reality (AR). 

Millennials also outpace other age groups in 
terms of smartphone adoption (95%), gaming 
console ownership (74%) and streaming media player ownership (41%), according to the study: Connected CE, Apps, 
and Content Services: Millennials, Gen Xers, and Baby Boomers. 

TECH TWEETS
“Amazing! Never seen anything like it! Except in 
my home for the past 3 years with X1” 
 — Vincent Onorati (@vonorati), VP of digital marketing at In Demand, in 
reaction to a new user interface for Google Fiber’s pay TV platform that 
appears to share some similarities with the look and feel of Comcast’s X1 service. 

“When I disappear for a week, you’ll know why . . . 
Stranger Things, Narcos, Orange is the New Black . . .”
—Sena Fitzmaurice (@SenaFitz), Comcast’s VP of government communications,  
following word that the MSO had launched a beta trial for X1 that integrates access 
to Netflix’s popular OTT SVOD service.

Jeff Baumgartner
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